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State DoTs plan
infrastructure
Ten state DoT senior executives
kicked off ITS America 2016
San Jose yesterday by
participating in a roundtable
discussion about how to
best prepare their state's
infrastructure to meet and
support tomorrow's ITS
mobility demands.
Sponsored and moderated
by HNTB, the discussion
centered around best practices
and lessons learned when

launching ITS projects in
their respective states. ITS
America and the American
Association of State Highway
and Transportation Officials
(AASHTO) co-hosted the event.
"State DoTs are on the
front lines of simultaneously
providing safe and efficient
transportation networks
through building and
maintaining their state's
traditional infrastructure

while planning to meet the
challenge of future smart
mobility through intelligent
transportation systems," said
Regina Hopper, president and
CEO of ITS America, in a press
release before the meeting.
DOT executives from
Ohio, Arizona, Colorado,
Utah, Oregon, New Jersey,
Washington, New Mexico,
Tennessee and Michigan
participated in the roundtable.

Not one, but two former US
Secretaries of Transportation
will be on stage during keynote
addresses tomorrow and
Wednesday to talk about their
leadership during critical times
in recent history.
Norman Y. Mineta gave
the unprecedented order to
ground all civilian air traffic-more than 4,500 planes--on
September 11, 2001 following
the terrorist attacks in New
York, Washington, D.C. and
Pennsylvania. Four years later,
he managed transportation
for the civil response following
Hurricane Katrina, the costliest
natural disaster in US history.
As secretary from 1997 to
2001 Rodney E. Slater helped
usher the Department of
Transportation into the digital
age and was instrumental
in securing record federal
investment in transportation. He
was responsible for getting the
Transportation Equity Act for
the 21st Century passed.
A former mayor of host
city San Jose, Mineta will
be on stage for the Tuesday
keynote featuring Jim Zemlin,
executive director of the Linux
Foundation. Slater will speak
at the Wednesday keynote with
Frank P. DiGiammarino II, a
member of the leadership team
of the worldwide public sector
at Amazon Web Services in US
state and local government.
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Are You Ready for the
Connected Vehicle Future?
We’ve got you covered. Econolite has the products & services

you’ll need to build a platform for the future. Visit Booth #615 to learn more!
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As cities around the world continue to grow, their booming
populations demand intelligent transport solutions – for both people
and freight. The problems travel creates such as congestion, pollution
or safety are ever-present while the amount of funding available to
many transportation departments is diminishing, meaning the building
new road, rail and tram networks has slowed or stopped all together.
By helping make better use of the existing infrastructure, intelligent
transport systems are able to address many of these problems. For
many cash-strapped authorities, ITS is the only realistic option on
the table. But the technology is changing rapidly – both in terms
of hardware detecting new and often multiple parameters, and
of software with smarter algorithms drawing ever-more detailed
information from the mountains of data most authorities hold.

5/26/16 3:52 PM

ITS International helps key staff in the world’s transportation
authorities keep up to date with all of the latest developments.
Case studies highlight how innovative DOTs and other bodies use
technology to overcome problems that echo those encountered
by our global readership. The experienced editorial team scour the
world’s transport systems to bring readers the information they need
to take the best informed decisions for solving problems within their
own jurisdictions.
Established in 1995, ITS International is published six times a year
and is available in Global and NAFTA editions while its
www.itsinternational.com website is updated every working day.
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Circulation Demographic

1995-2017

Business Classification

Other related organisations not
classified above. 117

9600

Paid. 21

TOTAL QUALIFIED
GLOBAL CIRCULATION

7200

22,407*

Systems integrators, equipment or
materials manufacturer/supplier, vehicle
component & vehicle or material producer/
supplier agents, distributor, dealer,
importer or hirer, electrical, cabling, and
IT contractors, sub-contractors and project
management companies. 5,105

453
163

117 21
81

4800
12,927

2400

0

5,105

TOTAL QUALIFIED
CIRCULATION

22,407*
*ITS International, circulation for
May/June 2016 issue. For further
information visit www.bpaww.com
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Sales Director
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12000

Bank, finance company, development
agency, legal or accounting firm. 81

Transportation consultant, traffic
engineer, architect, urban planner,
consulting, engineer/highway engineering
practice, quantity surveying practice. 3,540

Research, education or training
establishment. 163

Geographical Analysis

Parking company or association, trade and
professional organisation/association. 453

National, regional or local government
highway or transportation department,
rail or mass transit authority, bus or
other public transport operator, road
owner/operator and law enforcement
agency. 12,927

3,540

11,760

6,670

2,140

1,490

347

North America
Europe
Asia and Asia Pacific
Middle East/Africa
Central and South America/Caribbean

11,760
6,670
2,140
1,490
347

Andrew Barriball
Publisher
E-mail: media@ropl.com
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Supporting the ITS industry for 22 years

Circulation Excellence

1995-2017

ITS International is proud to maintain the highest standards in circulation management
The comprehensive nature of the BPA
Worldwide audit process provides our
advertisers with the assurance that
ITS International is circulated exactly
where we claim. This independent report
enables our clients to invest their budgets
in our magazine with total confidence.
The audit verifies that our circulation
claims are accurate, that the supporting
data is correct, and that only those who
genuinely qualify under the terms of the
controlled circulation receive copies of the
publication.

ITS
International

33X MORE
REQUESTED BY
READERS

ITS International has the largest average
circulation of any international title serving
the global sector. It averages a circulation
of 22,407* per issue. Therefore, when you
need to promote your company to proven
transport professionals, ITS International
is the most targeted, accurate and
cost-effective option.
Advertise here to get increased sales …
ITS International is the widest circulating,
best read** and most requested magazine
in the sector. As such, it is unquestionably
the most effective vehicle in which
to promote your business, heighten
your visibility and increase your sales
opportunities.

within the last year than
Thinking Highways and
4x MORE REQUESTED
than Traffic Technology
International

Official Independent Audited Figures – How many copies and to who?
ITS International
		
Source
June 2016 BPA
Audit Worldwide
Circulation Statement

Traffic Technology
International
December 2015 ABC
International Certificate
of Circulation

Thinking Highways

Total Average Qualified
Controlled Circulation*

22,407

11,647

17,457

Total Direct Requests
and/or Membership
Benefit

11,862

4,632

1457

8 individual
demographics

No demographics
available

No demographics
available

Business Industry
Categories Who receives the
magazine

Source: Latest available
Source: Figures provided
BPA Worldwide
are the latest available.
Circulation Statements.
For further details visit
For further information
www.abc.org.uk
visit www.bpaww.com		

December 2015 BPA
Audit Worldwide
Circulation Statement

Source: Latest available
BPA Worldwide
Circulation Statements.
For further information
visit www.bpaww.com

				

What is the BPA?
BPA Worldwide, a not-for-profit organisation, was established in 1931 and is the
world’s most recognised independent auditing company for the publishing industry.
Its remit is to protect advertisers from inaccurate or inflated circulation claims by
publishers attempting to secure advertising support.
** See over for more information

Dan Emmerson
Sales Director
E-mail: dan@ropl.com
Tel: +44 1322 612068
Mobile: +44 7979 911819

Andrew Barriball
Publisher
E-mail: media@ropl.com
Tel: +44 1322 612057
Mobile: +44 7768 178162

BPA Audit
ITS International
l 22,407 Qualified Controlled 		
Copies per issue
l 11,862 requested copies/			
memberships

ABC Audit
Traffic Technology International
l 11,647 Qualified Controlled 		
Copies per issue
l 4,632 requested copies/			
memberships

BPA Audit
Thinking Highways
l 17,457 Qualified Controlled 		
Copies per issue
l 1,457 requested copies/ 		
memberships
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Supporting the ITS industry for 22 years

Guarantee your advertising is seen
by the largest audience

1995-2017

ITS International is officially the largest circulating, most requested and best read magazine in the industry. FACT.
July/August 2016 | www.itsinternational.com

No.1 for the WIDEST CIRCULATION - FACT
ITS International has the largest circulation of any international title
serving the sector. It circulates an average of 22,407* copies per
issue. Moreover, ITS International is the only industry magazine that
provides total circulation analysis by establishment type which shows
you exactly where copies are sent.

International

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY FOR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT AND URBAN MOBILITY

International

Action stations:

ITS speeds emergency response
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No.1 for the MOST REQUESTED - FACT
ITS International has 11,862* requested and membership subscribers
– the highest total for audited international magazines within the
sector. This is the clearest indicator that the publication is valued
and will be read on a regular basis. Therefore, any advertising
within ITS International will receive maximum visabilty.

No.1 for the BEST READ international magazine
in the sector – FACT
Amsterdam Rai, the show organiser of the world-leading Intertraffic
Amsterdam exhibition, has released the results of the 2016
International Visitor Research. One of the areas that this
comprehensive post-show study addresses is which trade magazines
their visitors most frequently read.

Dan Emmerson
Sales Director
E-mail: dan@ropl.com
Tel: +44 1322 612068
Mobile: +44 7979 911819

*June 2016 BPA Worldwide Circulation
Statement. For further information see
www.bpaww.com
**Results from research carried out at
Intertraffic Amsterdam, April 2016

Since Intertraffic Amsterdam 2000,
ITS International has consistently been
rated as THE most widely and frequently
read publication by international
visitors to the world’s leading traffic
related event. In 2016 this highly
informed audience once again voted
ITS International, followed by its sister
publication World Highways, as the
industry’s leading titles. This endorsement
confirms that Route One Publishing’s
magazines are unquestionably the
market leading titles that provide
advertisers with unparalleled exposure
to decision makers throughout the global
transportation sector.
Research results from Intertraffic
Amsterdam 2016**, where international
visitors were asked to specify which
international magazines they regularly read:
ITS International
World Highways
Traffic Technology International
Thinking Highways

26%
16%
14%
11%

Andrew Barriball
Publisher
E-mail: media@ropl.com
Tel: +44 1322 612057
Mobile: +44 7768 178162
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Editorial Features 2017

1995-2017

January/February

May/June

September/October

• Enforcement – 1
• Parking & access control
• Detection & monitoring – 1
• Traffic & travel management – 1

• Rural & remote travel management
• Enforcement – 2
• MaaS Market conference report
• Transportation software
• Control room technology
• Vision technology – 1

• Traffic & travel management – 3
• Enforcement – 3
• Detection & monitoring – 2
• Data collection & management
• Connected vehicles – 2

BONUS DISTRIBUTION:
• MaaS Market, London, 22-23 March
• ITE Tech Committee

BONUS DISTRIBUTION:
• ITS Europe, Strasbourg, 19-22 June

BONUS DISTRIBUTION:
• ITS World Congress, Montreal,
29 October - 2 November

March/April
July/August

• Charging & tolling – 1
• Urban traffic control
• Weigh in motion
• Pedestrians, cyclists & VRUs
• Connected vehicles – 1
• Work zone & portable ITS

• Charging & tolling – 2
• Weather, air quality & pollution
• Tunnel & bridge management
• Incident management & security

BONUS DISTRIBUTION:
• Traffex, Birmingham, 4-6 April
• Intertraffic Istanbul, 24-26 May
• ASECAP Days, Paris, 29-31 May

Colin Sowman
Editor
E-mail: itseditor@ropl.com
Phone: +44 1322 612055

Mary Sands
News & Product Editor
E-mail: news4its@ropl.com
Phone: +44 1322 612055

BONUS DISTRIBUTION:
• ITE Annual Meeting, August
• IBTTA, September

November/December
• Charging & tolling – 3
• Vision technology – 2
• Wireless & fixed communications
• Smart cities
• MaaS update
BONUS DISTRIBUTION:
• Gulf Traffic, December

David Crawford
Contributing Editor
E-mail: dcrawford@ropl.com
Phone: +44 1322 612055
Media Kit 2017 | itsinternational.com | +44 (0)1322 612055
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First choice for major ITS events

1995-2017

ITS International the publisher of choice at leading industry events in 2017
The leading ITS industry events all choose ITS International to produce their official show publications year after year. Their reputation is
important to them and they know that ITS International can offer their exhibitors and visitors consistent excellence and value at every event.
In 2017 ITS International has already been confirmed as the Official Publishers at the following shows:

24.25.26 MAY

2017

Intertraffic Istanbul 2017

ITS World Congress 2017

Gulf Traffic 2017

Istanbul, 24-26 May 2017
• 3x issues of the Daily News
• Daily News digital editions eNewsletter

Monteal, Canada,
29 October - 2 November 2017
• Final Program & Exhibitor Directory
• 3x issues of the Daily News
• Daily News @ ITS World Congress website & eNewsletters

Dubai, December 2017
• Official Show Catalogue
• 3x issues of the Daily News
• Daily News digital editions eNewsletter

SponSorShip proSpectuS

Dailynews
Tuesday 5 April 2016

7-9 December 2015

10am – 4pm

Published by

Dubai International Convention and Exhibition Centre

www.IntertrafficLive.com

Dailynews
Dailynews
Dailynews
Exhibition and Conference

Bloomin marvellous:
Sabrina Gumpinger
of Siemens

R e i n v e n t i n g t R a n s p o R tat i o n i n o u R C o n n e C t e d W o R l d

Published by

Dailynews
Wednesday 6 April 2016

Exhibition and Conference

Dailynews

www.IntertrafficLive.com

Monday 8 September 2014

Monday 8 December 2014

Moe Zarean of Iteris displays i-TINS

Published by

Tuesday 9 December 2014

Skidata toasts Dutch deal

Smart learning
blooms at Siemens

Intertraffic 2016 got off to a flying start
yesterday when Skidata signed a major contract
to supply access solutions for car parks across
Amsterdam.
Although the value of the contract remains
commercially confidential, its scale meant it was
the talking point of day one at the show.
The start of a long-term partnership between
Skidata and the City of Amsterdam, the deal
covers an initial batch of the 22 parking areas in
nominated
as anfor
Intertraffi
Innovation
today’s programme covers six topics:
the city
that account
25,000 cparking
spaces.
nalist, is focused
an infrastructure-free
Automated Enforcement; Autonomous
TheAward
public fitender
on a longbike prioritisation
system
based
on a
Cars; Tunnel automation; The next
term partnership
to explore
future
parking
smartphone
App.and innovations like
generation of intersection technology; andtechnologies,
services
When
a cyclist
with
Intelligent Street Lighting. Check out the paying by
mobile
phone
andthe
thesmartphone
introduction of
App running approaches an intersection,
programme for today, and the rest of the e-ticketing.
is activated.
The
week, at the Siemens stand.
Theafivirtual
rst parttrigger
of thepoint
contract
will see Skidata
centreareas
then in
activates
the command
Siemens will also be unveiling and
equipcontrol
four parking
the Zuidoost
district
to give orwhich
extendcovers
the green
highlighting several innovations including of Amsterdam
moretime
thanto11,000
traffi
c lights.
All include
trigger the
points
are purely
Sitraffic SiBike, the Sitraffic smartGuard parking
spaces.
They
Amsterdam
and don’t
require roadside
solution, intelligent street lighting and a Arenasoftware-based
(the Ajax stadium),
the Heineken
Music
infrastructure.
truck guidance system, to name just a few.
Hall and
a large shopping centre. On event
Sitraffic SiBike, which has been
Continued
on Page
days, some 10,000 parking
transactions
are 3 >>
made.
The initial phase will be followed by the
equipping of another four parking areas
in Zuidoost and then another 14 across
Amsterdam.
The city of Amsterdam relies heavily on
innovations in parking and has set itself the
goal that customers can choose freely between
parking on the street or in garages (on-street
now available with PSHC
or off-street) and pay the entire parking fee
conveniently over their
mobile
www.traffic-data-systems.com
Visit
us atdevice.
stand 11.723
The parking facilities will include the latest
technologies, such as licence plate recognition,
EMV integration (for debit/credit cards),
payment via mobile phone and the possibility to
print tickets at home via QR/Print@Home 04/04/2016
codes.
Stand: 9.100
www.skidata.nl

Dailynews

Dailynews

The Siemens stand at Intertraffic is always
much more than a place where products
and systems are displayed. This year is no
exception. Think of Stand 209 in Hall 11
as a knowledge centre, a smart learning
place, a time machine that opens up views
into the future and much more.
A major aspect of Siemens’ participation
at Intertraffic is its X-pert Centre where
experts will provide invaluable insights into
the latest ITS technologies and innovations.
There are regular keynote presentations
several times each day: for instance,

Thursday 7 April 2016

Tuesday 9 September 2014

Cobo Center Michigan

Knock-out innovation
Cross Zlin from the Czech Republic dazzled the
Intertraffic Innovation Awards international
jury with its InVipo product to scoop the overall
Intertraffic Innovation Award, announced during
yesterday’s opening ceremony.

14:18:46

Continued on page 3 >>

Lukáš Duffek of Cross Zlin

Leader in
Weigh-In-Motion
now available with PSHC
www.traffic-data-systems.com
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Michigan leads the way

The world’s largest vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V)
and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) system
will be put in place in Michigan by 2017.
The project will be a joint enterprise
between GM, Ford, Michigan DoT and the
University of Michigan.
Its main components will be the
introduction on a new 2017-model
Cadillac of GM’s Super Cruise system – a
semi-automated driving technology that
allows drivers toCo-Hosted
take their hands by:
off
the wheel for extended periods – and
the creation of more than 120 miles of
V2I-enabled freeway corridor, said GM

Leader in
Weigh-In-Motion

Day 1_page 1-3.indd 1

Michael Burgess of
Verizon with the Auto
Share application

september 7-11, 2014

Simon Griffiths of Redspeed
International (left) and
Boy Hendriksen of NMI

Business is booming!
all countries outside of the UK. At the
Intertraffic is a place to do international
same time an MOU was signed between
business, as is being demonstrated by a
the Spanish testing facility Idiada and
series of contract and MOU signings at the
the management of the Lelystad Airport
show.
Three significant signings
Visit usare
at taking
stand 11.723 Businesspark to set up a controlled
environment to test self-driving vehicles.
place in the Dutch Pavilion the first of
Lelystad is set to expand to be the
which was by UK enforcement specialist
Netherlands’ second largest airport by
Redspeed, which signed a deal with Dutch
2018 – around the time the autonomous
approval body NMI.
vehicle
testing is expected to begin.
This will see NMI testing Redspeed’s 05/04/2016
15:08:39
The test environment will encompass
speed cameras and ANPR equipment
both closed test facilities and public roads,
for the bespoke approval standards of

possibly extending onto the A6 into
Amsterdam, and is expected to encompass
both cars and heavy goods vehicles.
And today at 16.30, visitors can witness
the signing of another agreement between
the Netherlands’ Vehicle Authority
(RDW) and the country’s Organisation
for Applied Scientific Research (TNO)
for the permanent exemption of TNO’s
cooperative vehicles, technology that is
currently prevented by legislation.
Stand: 9.308

2014-ITSABanner-Day1.indd 1

CEO Mary Barra (pictured) in her keynote
address at the opening of the World
Congress yesterday. The 2017-model
Cadillac CTS will meanwhile be equipped
with V2V technology.
Super Cruise allows a car to keep to assigned lanes and warn a driver of impending collisions if, for example, another V2V
vehicle ahead suddenly brakes. However,
the driver of the following car still has to
make ‘control decisions’ such as braking,
himself. The enabled corridor will take in
stretches of I-96 and I-696. Beyond this,
“The next big challenge…to fully automat-

ed driving is to tackle the urban environment, where you have to dodge everything
from jaywalkers and bike messengers to
double-parked delivery trucks.” That is
likely to take place in the next decade.
“The sooner the industry puts a critical
mass of V2V-equipped vehicles on the road,
the more accidents we’ll prevent…and the
more society – and individual drivers – will
benefit. The same holds true for V2I.”
As the Dailynews went to press US
Transportation Secretary Anthony Foxx was
also speaking at the launch of the World
Congress.

Dailynews
Wednesday 10 September 2014

www.ITSWCLive.com

Startup showcase
Verizon sets sights
on car-share market

and the renting process streamlined.
Seeing an opportunity to streamline the
Verizon’s car-sharing mobile app is
way peopleLEARN
rent, borrow
and use vehicles,
MORE
Verizon hasatannounced
a new car-sharing
the Technology
Showcase available on iOS, Android and Windows
platform that
rent vehicles
on allows
Belle drivers
Isle, ortoBooth
#1614! and allows drivers to search nearby cars
available for sharing. The driver then has to
by scanning a QR barcode with their
scan a QR code on the vehicle’s windshield
mobile device. The announcement, made
and authorise payment information. A key
yesterday at the World Congress, promised
fob screen with lock/unlock, horn, trunk
that the wireless platform
will be available
econolitegroup.com
access and ignition functionality is then
by the end of the year.
accessible.
According to Michael Burgess, a
8/19/14 8:38 AM
No interaction is required with on-site
telematics representative for the company,
attendants, and transactions over the
Verizon Auto Share is just the first in a long
Verizon wireless network are secured by
line of possible share applications. Bicycles,
Verizon Managed Security Services and
construction equipment and government
Identity Verification.
vehicles are just some items that Burgess
The app can also be used for fleet
says are shareable and need to be tracked

A select group of startups will have the chance
to rub elbows Wednesday evening with ITS
leaders and strategic investment firms at a
special reception on the top floor of the Crowne
Plaza Detroit Downtown Riverfront Hotel. These
management,
helping organisations
entrepreneurs,
early-stage startups and mid-stage
centralise startups
location,are
diagnostic,
and
hoping tousage
secure
their next round
lifecycle information
on to
a single
mobile
of investment
help fund
development, sales,
platform. marketing
Additional and
features
such
as in-car
general
growth.
WiFi and fuel
purchasing
options
will also
Econolite
helped
organise
the event and is
be available.
a corporate sponsor with Raymond James and
Several Fontinalis
cars connected
to the
Auto
Share
Partners.
More
than
60 companies
platform are
beingfordemoed
duringand
the 13 were selected.
applied
an invitation,
show on Belle
Isle. In
“There
areaddition,
always aBurgess
number of exciting new
said that the
company that
is in smart
the process
technologies
peopleofare working on,
setting upbut
pilot
field test
in programmes
the past theretohasn’t
been a place for them
the solution
with rental
car companies,
to show
off,” said
Mike Doyle, CEO, Econolite.
dealerships
andinvestor
other organisations
that gives them
“The
matching reception
rent or share
vehicles.
a chance
to put together a business plan and
Booth: 814
pitch to the investor community.” The startups
www.verizon.com
participating in the investor matching event
are based at the Entrepreneurial Village on the
showroom floor (see page 10 for more details).
Booth 826
LEARN www.itsa.org
MORE at Booth #1614!

Bobbie Kowalskie test rides
the motorcycle simulator

2014-ITSABanner-Day2.indd 1
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Ever gazed out over hundreds of
vehicles in a car park and tried to
remember where you left yours? That
and engineers to run commonly
used
of five key elements. The Darb mobile
Leading traffic management company
problem could be a thing of the past
Showing continued support for the sector,
traffic analyses from archived data
to
app, available for both iOS and Android
Iteris has recently delivered its
his Excellency
Mattar Al Tayer, Chairmanwith
of
a new system from South Korean
Board
and Executive Director of the RTA
assess program strategies andthe
plan
future
platforms, provides all the useful traveller
integrated traveller information and
company DEU11.
officially opens Gulf Traffic 2014
projects while another key element is an
information in both Arabic and English, It
navigation system (i-TINS) to the Abu
DEU11 is showing its Parkin9 system,
Executive Dashboard for high-level realalso allows customers to save commonly
Dhabi Department of Transport (DoT)
which uses licence plate recognition camtime transportation network performance
used routes and receive incident alerts
and is currently also operating and
eras to locate individual vehicles. When
checks. The fifth element is a traveller
before and during travel.
maintaining the system.
a driver enters a car park equipped with
information feed that passes real-time
The app also supports payment for
i-TINS collects data on real-time travel
Parkin9, the cameras record the vehicle’s
incident and traffic conditions from i-TINS
parking along with taxi bookings, and
conditions and traffic incidents from
licence plate.
to third parties for use in portable and
provides current airport parking and flight
more than 300 traffic sensors plus GPS
As they exit the car park on foot, the
connected
navigation
systems.
probe data from some 7,000 Abu
Dhabi
government is seeking to fix through
international events.
Dubaivehicle
will host
the
The
seeminglyinformation.
unending flow
driver punches in their car’s licence plate
Iteris’Expo
systems
arewhile
a key part ofinvestment
an ITS
The transport
second key element is software
taxis, along with current data onofnext-bus
in roads that is likely number
to reachat a kiosk and the system tells them
six-month-long World
2020,
investment into
Strategic
Plan2022
now soccer
under implementation
DoT operators
real- will be the
arrivals in Abu Dhabi City and surrounding
AED4 billion (US$1.1 bn) a year the
by 2017.
site of the
infrastructure allowing
in the Arabian
Gulf isto inputQatar
level and section on which it is located.
by the Abu Dhabi DoT. The Iteris team
time incident, roadwork, and congestion
areas. The data feeds into the DoT’s
traffic unabated.
Thesealso
figures, however, are dwarfed
World Cup.
continuing
Parkin9 can also send the vehicle’s position
included
information
or events will
management centre for real-time decisionby GISTEC,
Saudi Arabia’s infrastructure plans.
see a GIS
hugetechnology
influx of specialist
Recent decisions
by the sixcollected
Gulf Co-from sensorsBoth
to the In
driver’s cellphone. It also sends data
in also
Sharjah.
reported
by other
system stakeholders,
making and traveller informationoperation
delivery Council
2013, the Saudi government announced
foreign visitors based
and will
create great
countries
– Bahrain,
to a variable message sign that shows
D31 populations.
asSaudi
the police
and
Saeed.
to the public.
plans for AED283 billion (US$77drivers
bn- how many vacant spaces remain in
interest among Stand
the resident
Kuwait, Oman,such
Qatar,
Arabia
and
the Then
www.iteris.com
there’s (UAE)
a dashboard
The i-TINS deployment is comprised
worth of investment in roads, bridges
The UAE’s Road
and Transport Authority
United Arab Emirates
– have for
seenDoT
a planners
the carand
park and where they are located,
Virtual Reality Sponsor
Badge Sponsor
railways.
has recently announced 35 ‘mega projects’
staggering AED445.5 billion (US$121.3 bn)
eliminating lengthy searches for a spot.
Related topics, such as interconnectivity,
to be rolled out by 2020, including the
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are Electronics.
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CATALOGUE

Official opening:

Gulf poised for growth

www.gulftraffic.com

Supporting Partners

Green Parking Sponsor

CVO/Border Systems

Data Collection

Honda has a big presence at this year’s World Congress
with a large display8/19/14
in the8:14
exhibition
hall and live on-road
AM
demonstrations. One of the key exhibits is a prototype in-car
system through which android and Apple smartphones can
be connected to, displayed on and controlled by the car’s
standard instrumentation.
Continued on page 3 >

• VectorSense™ tire sensor suite
• Detect/classify all types of vehicles
• Differentiate tire width and configurations
• Identify overinflated/underinflated tires

WWW.IRDINC.COM

Visit us
at stand
#G10

Introducing VI2M™
(Vehicle Information in Motion)

Security Screening

INFO@IRDINC.COM

WWW.IRDINC.COM

INFO@IRDINC.COM

WWW.IRDINC.COM

INFO@IRDINC.COM

WWW.IRDINC.COM

Automated Facilities Access and Security

VISIT US at Booth #1614 to learn about
improving quality of life through bicycle
detection, ATMS, and more!

now available with PSHC
Visit us at stand 11.723

econolitegroup.com
2014-ITSABanner-Day3.indd 1

Day 3_page 1-3.indd 1

2015

www.itsinternational.com

Lost cars no longer a
problem
with DEU11
Abu Dhabi TINS
deployed
SHOW

KEEPING THE
MIDDLE EAST
ON THE MOVE

Organised by

Honda’s success
on two wheels

Leader in
Weigh-In-Motion

www.itsinternational.com

Wednesday 10 December 2014

www.ITSWCLive.com

www.IntertrafficLive.com

w w w. i t s w o r l d c o n g r e s s . o r g

www.itsinternational.com

Exhibition and Conference

www.ITSWCLive.com

Security for public and private facilities:
• Screening for security threats
• RFID and number plate identification
• Camera imaging and color area scanning technology
• Under vehicle inspection and surveillance systems
WWW.IRDINC.COM

INFO@IRDINC.COM

Visit us
at stand
#G10

Real-time inspection using rugged
high-resolution video cameras

WWW.IRDINC.COM

INFO@IRDINC.COM

WWW.IRDINC.COM

INFO@IRDINC.COM

WWW.IRDINC.COM

8/19/14 8:43 AM

06/04/2016 15:25:11

If you are exhibiting at any of these shows then contact us today.
Dan Emmerson
Sales Director
E-mail: dan@ropl.com
Tel: +44 1322 612068
Mobile: +44 7979 911819

Andrew Barriball
Publisher
E-mail: media@ropl.com
Tel: +44 1322 612057
Mobile: +44 7768 178162

The Daily News is the publication of choice at all the leading ITS events, it is editoriallyled and combines informed reporting with stunning photography. Produced LIVE for the
first 3 days of an event it highlights major announcements, product introductions, and
on-site events. The Daily News is distributed to all onsite attendees and is the ultimate
communications mechanism for exhibitors wishing to encourage delegates to their booths.
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Supporting the ITS industry for 22 years

www.itsinternational.com
Bringing you the very latest in website
functionality, combined with the most
comprehensive content archive in the
sector. www.itsinternational.com offers
you the perfect opportunity to connect
with readers on a daily basis.
These are various packages for you
to choose from, suiting all budgets
and requirements, including Platinum
sponsorship available for these Categories:
• Charging & Tolling
• Enforcement
• Parking & Access Control
• Detection, Monitoring & Machine Vision
• Classification & Data Collection
• GIS/Mapping
• Networking & Communication Systems
• Urban Traffic Control (UTC)
• Travel Information/Weather
• Location Based Systems

Website Metrics*

There are 4 annual packages to select from
1. Platinum Package - the perfect combination
of print and online brand exposures.
By sponsoring a category you are guaranteed
1
a minimum of 1 million brand exposures
PLATINUM
per annum. Options include:
• Sponsorship of a Category
• Logo on Home page
• Sponsors’ Profile Page, including video
• Logo on Category landing page
• Sponsorship Banner on Category landing page
• Company name in all linked articles
• Logo on eNewsletter
• Logo on all website promotions
• Logo on ITS International delivery label

3. Silver Package - a great option for those
that want to build up their online presence.
Once you have selected either a Category or a
Section you will benefit from:
• Sponsors’ Profile Page, including video
• Company name in all linked articles
• Rotating Sponsorship Banner
4. Bronze Package

3

SILVER

4

BRONZE

• Rotating Side Banner

OVER

1 MILLION
BRAND
EXPOSURES

2. Gold Package - if you would rather sponsor
a section then the Gold package is for you.
• Sponsorship of a Section
• Logo on Home page
• Sponsors’ Profile Page, including video
• Logo on Section landing page
• Sponsorship Banner on Section landing page
• Company name in all linked articles

• 47,500 pageviews per month
• 13,500+ unique users per month
• 2.27 pages per session
• Google Pagerank 5
*Google Analytics data

Dan Emmerson
Sales Director
E-mail: dan@ropl.com
Tel: +44 1322 612068
Mobile: +44 7979 911819

1995-2017

Andrew Barriball
Publisher
E-mail: media@ropl.com
Tel: +44 1322 612057
Mobile: +44 7768 178162

2

GOLD

Individual Banner Offerings
There are a number of smaller, more specific,
options available to clients that have projects with
shorter deadlines or who have restricted online
budgets but still wish to access our readership of
ITS industry professionals. For more information
on all options, please contact us today for the full
ITS International Digital Media Kit.
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Supporting the ITS industry for 22 years

eNewsletter 2017

1995-2017
*Figures quoted using Publisher’s own data.

Direct to over 30,000* industry professionals
Sent every two weeks to our database of over 30,000 industry professionals, each
eNewsletter includes a selection of advertising options that will enable you to present
your products and services directly to this vitally important audience.

ITS International eNewsletter circulation:
Business Classification
National, regional or local government
highway or transportation department, rail
or mass transit authority, bus or other public
transport operator, road owner/operator and
law enforcement agency. 13,667

Why use our eNewsletter?
Our qualified database of industry professionals is made up exclusively of people who
have subscribed to one of our print magazines, eNewsletters or Daily News online
bulletins, or who have attended an industry event where we have supplied the official
media, or who are members of a relevant professional industry association.

Promotional opportunities
Price per SPONSORSHIP BANNER
• 440 pixels x 75 pixels
Price per SIDE BANNER
• 162 pixels x 162 pixels

Transport company or other road user. 245

Systems integrators, equipment or materials
manufacturer/supplier, vehicle component &
vehicle or material producer/supplier agents,
distributor, dealer, importer or hirer, electrical,
cabling, and IT contractors, sub-contractors
and project management companies. 7,319

Other related organisations
not classified above. 3,683

3,683

Bank, finance company, development agency,
legal or accounting firm. 113

TOTAL QUALIFIED
CIRCULATION 31,668*

13,667

113
245
468

eNewsletter dates

1,444

4,729

Andrew Barriball
Publisher
E-mail: media@ropl.com
Tel: +44 1322 612057
Mobile: +44 7768 178162

Parking company or association, trade
and professional organisation/association. 468

Transportation consultant, traffic engineer,
architect, urban planner, consulting, engineer/
highway engineering practice, quantity
surveying practice. 4,729

7,319

Dan Emmerson
Sales Director
E-mail: dan@ropl.com
Tel: +44 1322 612068
Mobile: +44 7979 911819

Research, education or training
establishment. 1,444

Plan your campaigns now for 2017...
• January 12th & 26th
• February 9th & 23rd
• March 9th & 23rd
• April 6th & 20th
• May 11th & 25th
• June 8th & 22nd
• July 13th & 27th
• August 10th & 24th
• September 7th & 21st
• November 16th & 30th
• December 7th & 21st

Media Kit 2017 | itsinternational.com | +44 (0)1322 612055
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Technical Information

1995-2017

All sizes are Depth x Width and are provided in millimetres and inches

Double page spread (DPS)

1

Full page

Half page DPS

Island

2

Half page

Quarter page

6

4
5

3

7
Sponsorship Banners

9
Description

Print advert specifications

Side Banner

10

Option

8

11

PDF files MUST be created to these
specifications:

Format

Ad dimensions mm (depth x width)

Ad dimensions inches (depth x width)

Print (Magazines, Supplements and Previews)
1

Double Page Spread (DPS)

V1.3 PDF/X-1a:2001

Double page spread (DPS) adverts should be supplied as two separate full page PDFs

2

Full Page

V1.3 PDF/X-1a:2001

Bleed: 305 x 218
Trim: 297 x 210
Type Area: 256 x 184

Bleed: 12 x 8½
Trim: 11¾ x 8¼
Type Area: 10 x 7¼

3

Half Page DPS

V1.3 PDF/X-1a:2001

Bleed: 145 x 436
Trim: 137 x 420
Type Area: 110 x 395

Bleed: 5¾ x 17¼
Trim: 51⁄3 x 16½
Type Area: 41⁄3 x 15½

4

Island

V1.3 PDF/X-1a:2001

Trim: 193 x 118

Trim: 7½ x 4¾

5

Half Page (Horizontal)

V1.3 PDF/X-1a:2001

Trim: 124 x 184

Trim: 5 x 7¼

6

Half Page (Vertical)

V1.3 PDF/X-1a:2001

Trim: 256 x 92

Trim: 10 x 3½

7

Quarter Page (Horizontal)

V1.3 PDF/X-1a:2001

Trim: 60 x 184

Trim: 2¼ x 7¼

8

Quarter Page (Vertical)

V1.3 PDF/X-1a:2001

Trim: 124 x 92

Trim: 5 x 3½

Web Banners
9

Sponsorship banner

Jpeg / Gif / Flash

925 x 100 pixels

n/a

10

Sponsorship banner

Jpeg / Gif / Flash

610 x 95 pixels

n/a

11

Side banner

Jpeg / Gif / Flash

295 x 110 pixels

n/a

Standard Logo

Jpeg / Vector ai or eps

High resolution Jpeg (300dpi)

n/a

Platinum Sponsor Logo

Jpeg / Vector ai or eps

300dpi with a minimum file size of 1mb

or ai / eps vector artwork

Logos

Contact
Nick Bond
Production Manager
Tel: +44 1322 612066
E-mail: production@ropl.com

Supplying Files
Please send all advertising artwork by
email to: production@ropl.com
We can accept files up to 30MB
Files over 30MB - can be sent through
www.wetransfer.com

We make every effort to accurately
publish advertisements, however if a
proof is not supplied or you are unable to
adhere to the PDF specifications we are
unable to accept responsibility for any
errors or omissions that may result.

• Composite CMYK PDF as single pages V1.3 PDF/X-1a:2001
• They must contain a Trim Box set to the
trim size of the publication
• All fonts must be embedded
• Combined ink density should not
exceed 300%
• Double page adverts use a gutter of
25.4mm down the centre of the advert.
It is left to the designer’s discretion if
you encroach into this zone with text, as
it may not be visible.
Please visit: www.pass4press.com
for exact specifications and detailed
information on how to create compliant
PDF files.
LOGOS
Large size jpeg at 300dpi
or Vector ai / eps
PLATINUM SPONSOR LOGOS
Large size Jpeg at 300dpi (min 1mb)
or Vector ai / eps
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